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THE ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION
OF ANIMAL LIFE IN CENTRAL
AND SOUTH AMERICA.
I. INTRODUCTION.
Knowledge of the ecologloal distribution of animal life
oan only be acquired by a study of original conditions. The many
modifications which follow the arrival of man in any locality make
it difficult in many cases to ascertain the relations which natur-
ally exist between the various species and their environment. In-
formation in regard to this problem is preferably acquired by di-
rect observation, but may also be obtained from the writings of
travelers, especially the early ones*
In the preparation of this paper reference has been made
to the books listed in the bibliography for such ecological infor-
mation as they furnish in regard to Mexico, Central, and South
America. The writings which have been of most value are those of
Bartlett, Bates, Beebe, Belt, De Booy, Dracopoli, Enock, Fountain,
Gadow, Humboldt, Lumholtz, Mearns, Miller, Spruce, Squier, Tezqpsky
and Wallace.
For information regarding climate, vegetation, and other
natural regions, use has been made of Bartholomew's <*Atlas of
Physical and Political Geography", Herbertson*s "Thermal Regions
of the Globe", Koppen's "Climatic Provinces of the Earth", Mer-
riam's "Life Zones", SchiraperU "Plant Geography", Shreve's "Map
of Vegetation of the United States", and a Geographical Review map,
"The Frontier Region of Northern Mexico.
«
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There are commonly recognized six general classes of vege-
tation, each consisting of several subdivisions. These are desig-
nated as: (A) Forests with Broad Thin Leaves, consisting of (1)
forests which are continuously moist and evergreen, including (a)
tropical rain forest and (b) temperate rain forest, and (2) those
intermittently moist, and deciduous, including (a) tropical de-
ciduous forest and (b) temperate deciduous forest; (B) Forests
with Narrow Thick Leaves, consisting of (1) moist mountain conifer
forest and (3) open arid conifer forest; (C) Savanna and Grassland
consisting of (1) tropical savanna with dry season, including (a)
groves and thickets, (b) forest edge, and (o) Grassland, (2)
tropical steppe, (3) temperate savanna, (4) temperate steppe, and
(5) arid, broken and bush covered steppe; (D) Winter Rain Regions,
including solerophyllous woodland. Forests with Broad Thick Leave sj
(E) Desert and Semi-Desert, consisting of (l) grass, cactus, tree
semi-desert, including (a) mesquite serai-desert and (b) desert-
grassland transition, (2) succulent semi-desert, including (a)
eastern (Rio Grande) succulent desert, and (b) western small tree
and succulent desert, (3) shrub covered semi-desert, including
(a) shrub-cactus plateau-desert, and (4) extreme desert; and (F)
Arctic and Alpine Lands, consisting of (1) tundra and (2) alpine
meadows*
These classes, together with their various subdivisions
have been considered with reference to their validity, and, es-
pecially, with reference to the animals present, their habits, amd
their physiological relations to environment.
Within the larger natural areas occur local communities
due to the presence of any one, or more, of the following factors:
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(1) fresh waters, marshes, (3) sand, rock, and other peculiar soil
areas, (3) caves, (4) general topographic features. The peculiar
species of such communities are discussed separately under the
respective areas within which they occur.
The various natural areas are taken up for consideration
in the order of increasing aridity, progressing from tropical rain
forest to extreme desert. In their treatment the following outline
so far as possible, has been followed,
1* Climate
a. Temperature
1. Rhythm
2. Total
3. Isotherms
b. Rainfall
1, Rhythm
3. Total
c. Moisture
1, Rhythm
d. Sunshine and Cloudiness
3, Plant Communities
a. Composition
b. Strata
c« Leaf and stem structure
d. Flowering time
3, Animal Communities
a. Composition
b. Strata
c. Color adaptations
d. Breeding season. Food habits
Ii
I
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II. PRINCIPAL ROUTES OF TRAVEL AND AREAS OF STUDY.
The aooompanylng map of routes shows the routes of those
writers studied who have traveled in the territory between the
United States - Mexican boundary and the equator.
Travel in Mexico is confined largely to the United States-
Mexican boundary section, the El Paso - Mexico City route, and the
Vera Cruz - Mexico City route. The two main routes from Mexico
City to the Pacific have their respective terminals at Colima on
the west, and at Acapulco on the south.
In Central America the main routes are: The Bay of Hon-
duras to the Bay of Fonesca route, the Rio San Juan - Lake Nicar-
agua route, and the Panama Canal route
«
In South America the region of Lake Maracaibo, the Orinoco
Rdver, and the Amazon - Andes route are most frequently traveled by
naturalists.
In this paper special attention is given to the following
four cross-sections:
A. The United States - Mexican Boundary.
The U. S. Mexican Boundary lies for the most part in hot
dry desert country. The whole region has most uncertain rains,
from 30j to 51 cm. of rain sometimes falling in a single year,
only to be followed by years of extreme drought, with a rainfall
of but a few centimeters. El Paso is typical, with a rainfall as
high as 46.48 cm. in 1884 and as low as 5.6 cm. in 1891. For
1130 kilometers between the Rio Grande and the Pacific the
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boundary line is crossed "by only five permanent running streams.
But the whole boundary does not have a uniform climate
and relief, and may be divided into a number of natural provinces*
B. The Vera Cruz - Mexico City - Colima Route,
Mexico City, situated in the great Mexican plateau, at an
altitude of 2300 meters above sea level, has a semi-desert climate.
To the east and west rise mountain ranges where the climate and
vegetation are characteristic of temperate regions, while on both
the Gulf and Pacific coasts the climate and vegetation are de-
cidedly tropical.
The average annual mean temperature for this cross-sec-
tion is about 370c, The average annual amount of rainfall varies
greatly, being 230 cm, on the Gulf coast, 63,5 cm, in the Valley
of Mexico, 99 cm. in Chihuahua and Durango, and 116,8 at Colima,
C* The Rio San Juan - Lake Nicaragua Route,
At this cross-section, which has an average annual tem~
perature of about 26 or 27°0, , Central America is divided into
three longitudinal zones. The most easterly, where the dry months
are from March to June, is covered by a great \mbroken tropical
rain forest (Belt 1888). The central zone is composed of savannas,
and the western, skirting the Pacific, is a region of tropical
deciduous forest.
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D, The Amazon - Andes Route,
1. Amazon.
Para (mouth of the Amazon), located in a region of tropic-
al rain forest, has a wet and a dry season, but rain falls practic-
ally each twenty-four hours. At Santarera (about 720 kilometers
from the mouth of the Amazon), where the rainy season sets in
about December 25, and continues without relaxation for four
months, the vegetation consists of tropical deciduous forest and
uplsmd savannas. The vegetation of Manaos, on the lower Rio Negro,
is chiefly tropical rain forest. From Manaos to the mouth of the
Rio Purus is tropical savanna, with clumps of trees typical of
the tropical rain forest. Tropical savanna continues to Laguna
(about 5^n, Lat., 75^ 30« e. Long.)
3. Laguna to the Andes.
The shores of the Pastasa and Bombonasa Rivers are
clothed with tropical rain forest, which, farther back, is te-
plaoed by savannas with clumps of trees characteristic of tropical
rain forest.
3. Ecuadorean Andes.
In general, the vegetation of the Amazon side of the
Andes is richer than that of the Pacific side. On the Amazon side
perpetual spring reigns, the sun and rain divide each day, and rain
predominates in what is called winter, while the sun predominates

in what is oalled summer. On the Pacific side, the ground is
burned up with seven months of dry weather (June to Deceqiber), and
soaked with five months of continual rain.
4. Pacific Coast.
Descending to Guayaquil, we find along the shores of the
Pacific chiefly desert, semi-desert, or saveuina-like spots, but
along the streams is dense, vigorous vegetation, with all the
characteristics of tropical rain forest.
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III. ANIMAL COMMUNITIES.
A, Of Forests with Broad Thin Leaves,
1. Continuously moist and evergreen,
a. Tropical Rain Forest,
1) Climate.
Generally speaking, those localities where tropical rain
forest is found have a well-distributed annual rainfall of 180 to
300 cm., a mean relative humidity of el^ty per cent, and a mean
annual temperature of 20 to 2Q^G.
Cordoba, situated in the Atlantic hotlands of Mexico, has
a rainfall varying from 340 to 370 cm, , with no really dry season,
and not a month with less than 5 cm. of rain. The wettest time of
the year is from June to the end of September, with an average
monthly allowance of from 40 to 50 cm.
Bates describes a typical day in a tropical rain forest
region. There is a heavy dew at night and in the early part of
the day the temperature is 31 to 33^0» At this time the plants
appear fresh. At noon there is a shower and the remainder of the
day is cloudy. The heat increases until about 3:00 p.m., when it
reaches 33 or 330C. Then the turgor of the plants decreases and
they appear semi-wilted.
3) Plant Communities*
The forest is open, and columnar, and usually has three
stories, the shrub (o to 6 meters), tree (6 to 31 meters), and
high tree (31 to 60 meters). Undergrowth does not exist except

where the original forest has been disturbed. The trees are
broad and thin-leaved,
a) Mexico.
The tropical rain forest of America, with the huge Ama-
zon basin as its center, extends through Central America into Mex-
ico, mainly on the Atlantic or eastern side. The forest here is
composed of a great number of different genera and species of
trees, all struggling for existence. Lianas and epiphytes are
numerous. Only rou^ and thick-barked trees tolerate epiphytic
masses; others perhaps the majority, protect themselves by having
a verj hin and slippery bark, and, to make quite sure, peel
periodically,
b) Central America.
Belt (1888) describes the great forest of Central America
beyond Pital. Upon the giant trees are myriads of climbing ferns.
Vanilla vines cling to the trunks, and a thousand epiphytes
perch on the branches, among which large arums send down their
aerial roots. Amongst the smaller trees are several species of
palms. Now and then magnificent tree ferns occur. Great broad-
leaved begonias, are abundant and typical of the tropical American
forests, as are also the cecropla trees,
c) South America,
Nowhere does the tropical rain forest exceed the grandeur

— — — —
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of those of the South Americewi tropics. The trees are larger and
more abundant > the lianas larger and more spectacular In their
vegetable eccentricities, while the curtains of aerial roots are
to be seen nowhere else (Beebe, Hartley & Howes 1917).
3) Animal Communities,
a) Mexico.
In the Mexican tropical rain forest we find prehensile-
tailed monkeys, opossums, two ant-eaters, (Myrmecophaga tetradao-
tylus)* and (Cyclothurus didactylus), a climbing porcupine (Syne-
theres mexicanus), and the kinkajou (Cercoleptes caudivolvulus),
all of which are arboreal.
The tapir, deer, jaguar and peccary, live on the ground.
The black-faced brocket (Coassus rufinus), which seems to
be restricted to the lowlands of the Atlantic States from Vera
Cruz southward, is essentially a forest dweller.
The common deer (Carious toltecus), which ranges all over
Southern Mexico, and is represented in the north by the Texas deer,
has an enormous vertical range of distribution, being found from
the coast to the snowline; but, apparently, it is nowhere found in
herds, but is always soiltary, and prefers hilly or mountainous
terrain. The rutting season is not much before October. In the
south of Morelos twins are not uncommon (Gadow 1908).
* Since Gadow and others of the main authors read do not give names
of persons who first described species mentioned, such names, for
the sake of uniformity, have been omitted throu^out this paper.
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The vampire bat (Desmodus rufus, like all other bats, is
social, and nocturnal and crepuscular. It is found in Mexico
chiefly in the Atlantic »niot~lands«, and has an exclusive blood
diet (Gadow 1908),
b) Central America*
The great anteater (Myrmecophaga jubata) of Central and
South America is found along the banks of rivers, and in the
depths of the humid forests. Its food consists mainly of termites.
To obtain these it opens the hard nests with its sharp anterior
claws. It draws the insects into its mouth by means of its long,
flexible, rapidly moving tongue, which is covered with glutinous
saliva. This animal is terrestrial, not burrowing as the arma-
dillo. Only one young is produced at a birth.
The tamandna anteater (Tamandna tetradactyla) of the
tropical rain forests of Central and South America, differs essexi.
tially from the great anteater, being mainly arboreal.
The little two-toed anteater (Myrmecophaga didactyla) is
exclusively arboreal.
The black Congo monkey (Mycetes palliatus), found in
Nicaragua, lives high up in the trees, and makes a fearful howl-
ing before rain and at nightfall. It is not often seen, generally
remaining quiet amongst the upper branches of particular trees.
The white-cheeked capuchin (C. lunatus) is sometimes
found in Nicaragua, It feeds partly on fruit, but is incessantly
on the lookout for insects, and is very fond of eggs and yoimg
birds. It is very intelligent and mischevlous.

The spider monkey (Ateles) is seen in Nicaragua in bands
of from ten to twenty in the high trees, where they hang by their
tails and make threats and throw down fruit (Belt 1888 )•
At its fruit time the "nispera" (Achras sapota), which grows
on the dryer ridges in the forests of western Nicaragua, is much
frequented by the spider monkeys, their food being chiefly fruits
and leaves*
These monkeys are very gentle in disposition, and are preyed
upon by a large black and white eagle, against which they assist
each other by keeping two or three together.
The guatuse, found in the forest at San Carlos, is very
common in Central America* Tree-rats are also found here.
Many species of plant-lice, scale- insects, and leaf-hop-
pers secrete a honey-like fluid that attracts ants to attend them.
Many species of leaf-hoppers of the genus Membracis live in little
clusters on shoots of plants smd beneath leaves. Only the soft-
bodied larvae exude honey. The adult lays its eggs in a cottony-
like nest by the side of the ribs on the under part of the leaves,
and stands covering the nest until the young are hatched.
The ecitons, or foraging ants are very nvimerous throu^i-
out Central America, and live solely on insects or other prey.
When they have exhausted one hunting ground they move to another.
In foraging they maintain military order, with main body and
flanks, and are always followed by a number of small birds which
feed on the insects which are scared up.
c) South America.
The jaguar occurs throughout the American tropical forest.
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and is the principal carnivore of that region. It is usually-
found singly (sometimes in pairs), and is not gregarious, althou^
a very large number of animals congregate within a small area. It
preys upon such quadrupeds as the tapir and capyhara, also horse,
dogs or oat tie « It often feeds on fresh water turtles. Some-
times following the reptiles into the water to effect a capture,
it inserts a paw between the shells and drags out the body of the
turtle by means of its sharp claws.
The cubs are from two to four in number and are able to
follow their mother in about fifteen days after birth.
Paul Fountain, (1903), in telling of his voyage on the
Purus, says: «I have never seen a jaguar except in the forests,
close to rivers of considerable size. I am not casting a doubt
upon the fact that jaguars may occasionally be found on the open
plains; but I am inclined to think that it is the force of circum-
stances only which drives them to such haunts. So fond are jag-
uars of lurking in thickly wooded spots surrounded with water,
that I have known a pair to occupy an island in a lake that was
fully three English miles from the shore. So it is superfluous
to say that they are excellent swimmers. Both jaguars and pumas,
and, I think, all other oats, eat to such excess that they become
heavy and apathetic until they have a prolonged sleep. Jaguars
and pumas kill large game, generally, by breaking the neck. I
have watched them very carefully, and my opinion is that the neck
is broken by a quick blow of the paw. At the pairing time both
jaguars and pumas, and all other American cats sqxiall most abomin-
ably. Jaguars and pumas in some parts of the country certainly,
and I think in all, have no fixed time for breeding. I could not
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ascertain with exactness how long they go with young, but the
females do not, as a rule, breed in two consecutive years; and I
do not think that either animal generally pairs for life, though
sometimes pairs are met with."
Marmosets or oustitis (Hapalidae) are found in the tree
stratum of the tropical rain forests from 15© n. Lat, , to the
southern tropic. They occur instead of squirrels, which are rarely
seen here. Three young are produced at birth.
4) Local Conditions.
On the lower slopes of the Andes, owing to the general
topographic features, the dense tropical forest shades up to semi-
desert, with cacti and other desert characteristics (Fountain 1903).
The paca or labba (Ooelogenys paca), a rodent, is found
along the banks of the Mazaruni and in marshy regions (Beebe 1910).
5) General Statement.
The casual observer may receive the false impressions that
in these forests the heat is intense, that life is scarce, and that
eternal summer reigns. Beebe (1917), while sitting just inside
a tropical jungle in Guiana, noted that the temperature was very
comfortable, being only 25.60C. Without changing his seat, he
placed the thermometer just outside the jxingle, where within five
minutes it rose to 63.8°C. The closer student also finds that life
is plentiful, and that even here may be noted seasonal effects.
Although the rainfill is fairly well distributed throughout the
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year, we may yet distinguish a succession of seasons, merely on
the basis of the intensity of the rainy periods. There is, how-
ever, no special season for reproduction, and never a time when we
do not find blossoms and fruit, caterpillars and butterflies, lar-
vae and wasps, and eggs and molting birds*
In general, throughout the tropical rain forests of Amer-
ica, the animals are characteristic of definite strata. On the
forest floor are spiders, harvestmen, ants, caterpillars, cock-
roaches, myriapods, beetles, various reptiles and ground-nesting
birds, such as partridges and tinamous. The tapir is the princi-
pal ungulate, and the jaguar the chief camivo.re. Other mammals
are the puma, deer, anteater, armadillo, peccaries, cats, dogs,
and rodents.
Living in the shrub stratum are many insects, among which Bates
mentions peculiar beetles having combed claws, and feet adapted
to walking on trees. Here we also find spiders, butterflies,
snakes, geckos, humming birds, manakins, wrens, thrushes, ant-birds
trumpeters, and opossums.
In the tree stratvun are curassows, guans, pigeons, hawks, owls,
motmots, barbets, jacamars, puffbirds, goldbirds, mourners, honey-
creepers, tanager, trogons, anteaters, sloths, bats, coatis, squir-
rels, marmosets and kinkajous.
The tree-tops, i,e. the high tree stratum, are inhabited
by ootingas, toucans, macaws, parrots, parrakeets, giant caciques,
humming birds, red howlers, and Beesa monkeys.
Most of the mammals, birds, reptiles and amphibians in-
habit the tree-tops. Here almost all of the birds, frogs, snakes,
lizards, and butterflies are gorgeously colored. Those creatures.

however, which live farther down in the trees have more sombre
tints of brown, and are speckled or barred. Lastly, those few
animals that live on the groiind itself, are nearly all dark of
color.
The tropical rain forest teaches two lessons: The great
struggle into which plants and animals are forced in their struggle
for life, and the fact that the fight is so fierce because the
physical conditions - plenty of warmth, water and food - are so
favorable to all. Every living thing is modeled by adaption to
the prevailing surroundings, coupled with the cu mulative inherit.-
ance of the characters acquired (Gadow 1908).
b. Temperate Rain Forests.
In my reading I have not found evidence of the existence
of Temperate Rain Forest In the territory studied, although Schimp-
er«6 map shows a belt of this forest along the Gulf of Mexico run-
ning from the United States into Mexico as far south as 330n. Lat,
Some authorities, however, doubt the existence of this type of
vegetation (Shreve). It may be that the forests of the tierra
templada, extending from an elevation of 1000 to 1700 meters
should be designated as such.

31
3, Intermittently Moist, and Deciduous
a. Tropical Deciduous Forest.
1) Climate.
In regions of the tropical deciduous forest there is a
distinct dry season, which is in some cases very long. Colima,
Mexico, located in the tropical deciduous forest region of the
Pacific coast, has two distinct seasons (Palmer 1895), the rains
commencing invariably at the end of May or the beginning of June,
and ending about the last of October. For twelve years, from 1869
to 1880, the yearly mean rainfall here was 116.8 cm; the yearly
average number of rainy days, seventy-nine. The atmosphere con-
tains considerable humidity the year round. The maximum tempera-
ture was 35.56°C., in July, and the minimum 31.11^0., in Febru-
ary, the annual mean 38.330C.
3} Plant Communities.
This type of forest is found adjoining the tropical rain
forest, but is much less luxuriant than the latter. Among the
more in^jortant and conspicuous trees are the mahogany, rosewood,
Spanish cedar, cassias, oeibas, rubber, palms of many species,
including the oil-producing Attalea of Manzanillo and Acrocomia of
Acapulco, guayacan, logwood, brazil-wood, palo bianco, oasealote
and divi-divi trees, zapote ohico, zapote prieto, wild fig, myr-
tles, and bamboos.
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3) Animal Communities*
a) Mexico.
The great anteater occurs In Mexico, near Aguafria (Gadow
1908) where It lives in the palm trees, o\irled up In the dry
clusters of the fronds, securing Itself with a turn of its prehen^
8iJ.e tall around a stalk, and further grappling to the spot by-
Its claws*
Jaguars are often seen in southern Mexico. On the Pacific
coast south from Mexico City, in those places where the forest
comes down to the water's edge, the jaguars nightly prowl to feed
on the turtles which lay eggs in the sand. The jaguar is especi-
ally fond of dog's meat, and sometimes carries dogs away in the
night (Gadow 1908).
b) Central America.
The deer (Cervus mexlcanus and Oervus rufus) is abundant
in the tropical deciduous forests of Central America. Cervus ru-
fus is said to go in large flocks (Squler 1855).
Among the ferine animals found here are the jaguar, black
tiger, ocelot, cougar, and coyote.
Among the birds are the trogan, parrot, red and blue ma-
caws, toucan, and yellow-tall. The yellow-tall is remarkable not
less for its bright colors than its pendent nests, of which forty
or fifty sometimes hang from the branches of a single tree.
The hawk, owl, crow, blackbird, Mexican jay, rice-bird, and
humming bird, are also common«
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Of the lizard tribe there are infinite varieties^ The
most remarkable is the iguana, which lives almost exclusively on
the blossoms of trees*
The insect which is most dreaded is the chapulin, which at in^
tervals afflicts the entire ooimtry, passing always from south to
north, in vast columns of many millions, and destroying everything
in their course. They make their first appearance as saltones, of
diminutive size, red bodies, and wingless, when they swarm over
the ground like ants. It is said that the chapulin makes its ap-
pearance at the end of periods of about fifty years, and that it
then prevails for from five to seven years, when it entirely dis-
appears (Squier 1855 }«
c) South America,
Monkeys*are common near Cunucunuma* The latter travel
in small troops and race through the tree-tops at great speed,
making long jumps from branch to branch. At frequent intervals
during the morning and evening they raise their voices in shrill
little cries of distress resembling a series of qiiickly repeated
«0h»8» Oiiller 1917).
The howlers dwell in large companies, and in the early morning,
and again in the evening, make the woods resound with their cries,
which are often continued throughout the night. They feed on
leaves, and are in the habit of sitting on the topmost branches
of trees. When active, they progress in regular order, led by an
old male, T!?hen the leader of a party dies, the successor immedi-
ately makes known his assumption of leadership by much roaring,
"^iiiissionrincl,, red riov/lyrs, una. small iuonkeya .-ith _:ola-Golored han

The red howlers (Mycetes seniculue) have a low type of intelli-
gence, are morose and sullen*
The capybara (Hydrochaerus oapybara), near the Cunucunuma
River, (Miller 1917) remains in covert on the banks during most of
the day, and comes out of the forest at night to feed in the open.
It generally associates in herds, and when disturbed, these make
for the water, in which they swim and dive with aspertness, often
remaining below the surface for several minutes. Their usual food
consists of water-plants and bark.
From five to eight is the usual number in a litter, of which
there appears to be only one in a year; the young are carried on
their parent's back when in the water.
The porcupine (Syne there s, or Coendu) is found throu^out
tropical South America.
The white-cheeked capuchin is found high up in the trees
in south Brazil.
The spider monkey is found in the dense mangroves along
the coast near New Amsterdam (Beebe 1910).
4) Local Conditions,
a} Mexico.
The flat lagoon district south of Tehuantepec, close to
the Pacific shores, has a soil of sandy grit mixed with pebbles.
The well-grown trees of Tehuantepec are replaced by trees of lower
growth, standing separately, and intolerant of epiphytes. In the
more swampy places are cocoanut palms, organ cactuses, and opuntias
Some of the deeper and permanent pools are surrounded with thick
jungle, rushes, and reeds, inhabited by many birds, such as various
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kinds Of heron and bittern, wood-ibises, rosy spoonbills, snake
birds, tree-duoks, stilts, and sandpipers. On the open ground are
long-billed curlews and stone- curlews.
On the shores of the lagoons are found the small and the large
sharply striated Cnemidophorus lizards, C. deppei, and C. immuta-
bilis, which are preyed upon by a snake (Zamenis mentovarius).
This snake is in turn preyed upon by the omnivorous black iguana
(Ctenosura aoanthinurus ) , which, in default of finding sufficient-
ly large trees at hand, burrows in the ground.
A little burrowing snake, Geagras redimita, found here, is of
a whitish-yellow color, like the sand in which it lives.
In some places the shore is one mass of heaped-up shells. These
dunes are inhabited by a hare, Lepus calotis.
b) Central America,
The peccary is common in the valleys of the rivers, and
in the neighborhood of the coast. The tapir, or mountain cow is
also found along the coast.
Of water-birds the pelican, duck, plover, curlew, spoon-
bill, teal, heron, and crane are abundant on the shores of the la-
goons and rivers.
The alligatoB is found in all the lagoons and rivers. It
avoids the neighborhood of man, and generally abandons the streams
as their banks become inhabited.
The mosquito is found in only a few places, and is almost
totally absent from the country around the Bay of Fonseca.

5. CSeneral Statement,
I liave classed as deciduous, those forests in which leaf-
fall is considerable, yet where in some cases the leaves are never
all off at once. Many of the animals are arboreal and gregp-rious,
herds being larger here than in the tropical rain forest. Life
is least evident during the dry season, when many reptiles and
insects are in aestivation. I have been unable to determine from
my reading whether those forests inhabited by monkeys are ever
entirely bare.
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b. Temperate Deciduous Forest.
1) Climate.
In regions of temperate deciduous forest there are only
from one to four months with a temperature greater than lO^C, , and
the temperature of the coldest month rarely goes below 360C.
The amo\mt of evaporation in the forest is less than one-half
the rainfall, the soil temperature is from fifteen to twenty per
cent less than in the open places, and the light is from one-tenth
to one-third as strong.
2) Plant Communities.
The temperate deciduous forests of Mexico, Central and
South America, occur at an elevation of from 2133 to 2895 meters
and are composed chiefly of deciduous oaks.
3) Animal uommunltiee.
a) Mexico.
Among the metmmals we find the American black bear, leopard,
wolf, fox, lynx, coyote, skunk (both the terrestrial and arboreal
forms), raccoon, weasel, squirrel, Peromyscus, Tuza and a bat.
The leopard (Felis pardus) is found throughout northern
Mexico in the mountains and along the water-courses, where there are
more or less forest trees and shrubbery (Bartlett 1854). It is very
quick in its movements, but seizes its prey by waiting in ambush or
stealthily approaching to within springing distance, when it
suddenly rushes upon it and tears it to the ground with its power-

ful olaws and teeth. It preys upon almost any animal it can over-
come, such as antelope, deer, and sheep. It often kills many more
victims than it can eat.
The puma (F.pardalis) is found in Mexico from an altitude
of 1219 meters (Orizaba) to beyond 2,743 meters (Citlaltepetl)
(Gadow 1907). Like the leopard, it often kills far more than it
can eat.
The wolf occurs on Citlaltepetl at an altitude of 2,743
meters (Gadow 1907). The fox (Urocyon cinereo-argentatus) is to a
great extent solitary, remaining concealed in the woods during the
day, and hunting at night. Its food consists mainly of rabbits,
rats, mice, birds, and insects. The young, of which there are usu-
ally from five to eight in a litter, are born in April.
The coyote occurs on Citlaltepetl at an altitude of 2,743
meters (Gadow 1907), and in the forest near Orizaba (Bullock 1854).
Its food consists chiefly of rabbits, groimd-squirrels, and mice»
When hunting for jack-rabbits, two coyotes usually work together.
When h\inting deer and emtelopes, they hunt in packs, trying to sur-
round the game. Six or more young are brought forth in the burrow
d^iring the spring.
The lynx (Lynx rufus) is an active climber, and spends
much of its time suuong the branches of trees. Its food consists of
any mammals or birds which it can overpower.
The skunk lives in a hole under a log or in some thicket.
Its food habits make it of great economic value, since it is pre-
eminently an insect eater, destroying more beetles, grasshoppers
and the like, than all other mammals put together. Betides, it
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devours great niimbers of mice. It hibernates only during extreme-
ly low temperature. From six to ten young are produced each sea-
son, and the entire family lives in the same hole \mtil the follow-
ing spring. The weasel (Putorius nivalis), found in the moimtains
of northern Mexico, makes its nest of dried leaves and herbage,
placed in a hole in the ground or in a hollow tree. Mice, rats,
moles, and frogs are its principal food. The number of young is
usually five, Peromysous, a mouse-like rodent, occurs on Citlal-
tepetl at an altitude of 2,743 meters (Gadow 1907),
The tuza (Geomys hispidus), a kind of pocket gopher, also
occurs on Citlaltepetl at 2,743 meters. It spends all of its time
underground, and is able to move both backward and forward in its
runs. Its cheek pouches are used in carrying food, which consists
largely of roots,
b) Central America.
The gray squirrel of northern latitude is found in the
temperate deciduous forests of the Interior of Central America*
The raccoon (Procyon lotor) is common, living chiefly on animal
food, and is of thieving propensities. Individuals frequently
live apart, these growing very fat (Stjuier 1885)» The opossum
(Dldelphys opossum) eats small birds, lizards, etc. The female
has a sack for carrying the undeveloped young. When the latter
leave this, they are generally carried on the back of the
mother (Squier),
The puma is common as high as 2,743 meters above sea level*
It is a good climber, is neither as powerful nor as fierce as the

jaguar, and flies from the face of man. The ocelot is timid and
seldom ventures from its hiding places.
4. Local Conditions,
a. Mexico.
The raccoon (Procyon lotor) is found along the banks of
streams, making its home in the hollow of some tree, preferring
a dead limb to the trunk itself. It is omnivorous and nocturnal,
but sometimes comes out on cloudy days. It is a good swimmer,
and procures much of its food from streams, such as crayfish, mus-
sels, and fish, although it is unable to dive and pursue these
under water as the otter and mink do. It hibernates in the se-
verest part of winter. From four to six yoimg are born, usually
in April, and remain with the mother for about a year.
5. General Statement.
The animals of this region are most abundant in summer,
many of them hibernating in winter. In my reading I have found
no evidence that any species found in the temperate deciduous for-
ests of both Mexico and Central America has different habits in
these locations.
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B, Of Forests with Narrow TMok Leaves.
1. Moist Mountain Conifer Forest,
a. Northern Conifer Forest,
l) Climate.
The mountain conifer forests of Mexico and South America
are located from 2,689 meters to about 3,963 meters, where the an-
n\ial mean temperature is usually from to lO^C.
^ Plant Communities.
On Iztaocihuatl at an elevation of 2,689 meters appear
fine firs, the Abies religiosa, or "oyamel" which form a belt of
about 610 meters, interspersed with evergreen oak, «ilioe«, thick
bushes of small-leaved Arbutus spinulosus, and in moiet^r spots,
a brittle kind of elder shrub (Sambucus mexioana) with long, nar-
row leaves, grey-green above and white below (Gadow 1908).
At 3,505 meters the Abies, hitherto the dominant forest
tree, becomes scarce, next there is a mere sprinkle of these, then
they suddenly cease. The same applies to an alder, with leaves
much resembling those of the edible chestnut. These give way to
the «ooote*, a short-leaved pine. The open slopes are studded with
masses of tall, richly-colored, red and purple Pentstemon, and
long-stemmed light blue lupins, which latter accompany us to the
very limit of the tree-line. Half way up are pine forests and
grassy slopes. HSre are a few ferns, in addition to the masses of
Alpine flowers.
At 4,206 meters the trees cease, giving way to the tundra
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3) Animal Communities*
The moist mountain conifer forest of Mexico is inhabited
by many of the animals which are found in the corresponding zones
on the mountains of eastern and western United States. Among
these are the lynx, raccoon, striped skunk, marten, black bear,
mountain sheep, cougar, porcupine, weasel, red squirrel, mountain
chipmunk, shrew, and pocket gopher.
This region is the chief abode of the song birds in Mexico, and
is also the nesting place of many birds which spend the winter
farther south. A woodpecker (Melanerpes formicivorus) frequents
the pine forests, where it inserts into the bark of the trees
nuts, acorns, and small pine cones, using the cracks in the bark
as a kind of anvil or vice.
Centipedes and small black scorpions abound in the stunips, and
most of the latter, in September, (Gadow 1908) have a load of
their still white young ones on their backs. Scaly Sceloporus
lizards hide beneath the bark, stiff and lethargic from the pre-
vailing cold, even in September, the temperature at sunrise being
only lO^C.
A diminutive kind of Hylodes is found amongst the leaf
mould*
Grass-snakes (Tropidonotus) find shelter in fallen and moulder-
ing trunks, as do also little rattlesnakes (Crotalus triseriatus)
,
the latter of which are so characteristic of moist Mexican
mountains.
The upper limit of the mimosa coincides with the lower limit of
the small-scaled lizard, while the larger and rough-scaled Scelo-
porus acanthinus takes its place.
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5. General Statement.
In contrast to the general opinion that game animals are
found in considerable numbers in this region, Gadow mentions none
of these and maintains that, in the mountain conifer forests of
Mexico, animal life is very scarce.
C. Of Savanna and Grassland.
1. Tropical Savanna with Dry Season.
1) Climate.
The tropical savanna climate does not differ greatly
from that of the tropical deciduous forest, but soil temperature
in the savanna becomes much higher than in the forest.
3) Plant Communities.
Grassland and clumps of trees make up the typical savanna
vegetation.
a) Central America.
In Central America the tropical rain forest gives way at
some distance inland, to sandy savannas, covered with coarse grass
and clumps of pines and acacias.
b) South America.
Miller (1917) describes the coxintry around Maipures, on
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the Orinoco. The toTm nestles in a little grove of mango and ton^
ka-bean trees, and from a short distance is very picturesque; but,
like all the rest of the plain, it is insufferably hot. The sur-
rounding country is level, and covered with a sparse growth of
wiry grass and patches of low woods. These woods are wonderful
beyond description; most of the trees are gnarled and low, and
have the appearance of being hundreds of years old* Stiinted pin
spiny palms rear their crowns here and there, and an occasional
tangle of red^flowered creepers forms an umbrella-like mass on
the tip of a slender, dead stub.
Beyond the woods are extensive areas of cacti, pineapples, and
low thorny bushes, springing from crevices in the granite ledges.
The country on the Colombian side, from below Atures (about
5^ 30»n. Lat, , and 68^e. Long.) onward, is level llano, covered
with a good growth of grass, and having an abundance of water, A
fringe of trees grows along the river, among which are the valu-
able cachicamo and cedro.
Farther on the country rapidly grows wilder, and tall forest
replaces the llanos or scattered growth.
3) Animal Communities,
a) Central America
The pisotes (Nasua fusca) is found in the tropical savanna
region north from Lake Nicaragua, where solitary specimens often
hunt amongst the bushes for iguanas. In the forest, however, they
always hunt in large bands, as many as fifty sometimes being seen
in a pack. These animals ascend all small trees for birds' eggs
and fruits.
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Ocelots slink around in the gloom in the forest near Jui^lpa,
Nicaragua (Belt 1888). Although Belt does not infer that the oce-
lot comes out into the open, he states that the region around
Juigalpa is chiefly savanna,
b« South America*
Jaguars, about the last of December, which is the season
when the turtles leave the river at nightfall to deposit their
eggs in the sand-banks, come from the forests of the savanna re-
gion near the junction of the Meta with the Orinoco River, to feed
on these eggs (Miller 1917), They often catch fish by taking post
on trees or roots lying half submerged, and best the fish out of
the water with their paws. The black jaguar, white tiger, spotted
jaguar, and pvuna, all large carnivorous animals, are found in the
forests of the hinterland of Guiana. The iworo, also carnivorous,
and found here, is nocturnal as well as diurnal. In the hinterland
of Guiana the savanna fox, ooat^ and, wherever there is an extent
of bush, the accouri, adouri, and labba are found. Bush deer
areirather plentiful, and include the species Odocoileus virginianus
Mazama americana, and Mazama simplicicornis. The yawarri, a
pouched animal, preys on fowls' eggs and young fowls.
Monkeys are common in all the bush. Ateles paniscus, sometimes
in parties of a dozen, makes its way from one big bush to another,
using as its highway, the low scrub. It will not cross a long ex«*
tent of country on the ground. The red howler affords the listener
daily and nightly entertainments in these forests. The sagacious
creeping monkeys are found in the forests near Maipures. They are

fond of insects, especially spiders. When the weather is cool they
twist their tails around their necks and intertwine their arms and
legs to warm one another. They go in groups of ten or twelve, , In
falling, the young remains clinging to its mother. They sit on
their hind extremities only, when eating. They do not care for
the society of other monkeys, and have a delicate and timid air
except when alone.
The opossum is represented by Didelphys murinus, which
keeps to the trees, hiding among foliage and in their holes,
4) Local Conditions,
On the Orinoco, between Vagre and Zamuro, the rooky situ-
ations with no vegetation except a few stunted trees and wiry grass
are the home of many rabbits and rattlesnakes (Miller 1917).
Varapyrus spectrum, of tropical America, occurring along
the Purus River, (Fountain 1903), eats fruit only. On the Purus
is also found a peculiar bat which crawls on the ground in search
of prey. It eats enormously for its size, capturing beetles three
inches in length, and also greedily devouring worms, large grubs,
and slugs. When wishing to leave the ground, it resumes the wing
by first climbing a tree trunk. Another bat here, which seems to
belong to the same genus as this crawler, eats animal food.
In the hinterland of Guiana are fo\md the water-horse and
tapir, the latter of which is a splendid diver; also the otter,
which has learned to fish where shallows meet the deeps.
In many places along the north coast of South America pe-
culiar soil areas give rise to desert conditions. About Cumana

(Humboldt 1800), where the heat is excessive and uniform, the
ground is, in some places, entirely bare, while in other places
there occur tufts of cassia, caper, cylindric cactus and thorn^
armored opuntia. In places the strong cacti are almost impene-
trable The arid coastal zone along the west shore of Lake
Maracaibo (de Booy 1918) consists of a belt 30 kilometers in width,
upon which is seen the tjrpical vegetation found in these latitudes
along portions of the seacoast where a scant rainfall is experi-
enced or where the porous nature of the soil is such that the
rainfall is speedily absorbed without giving rise to vegetation
and its attendant humus. The country here is a sandy waste upon
which cacti, shrubs, and smaller trees alone succeed in obtaining
a foothold*
Outside of doves, hawks, parrakeets, and owls, one sees
but little wild animal life in this zone,
5. General Statement,
Although the savanna is composed of grassland and patches
of forest, I have found in my reading reference only to animals
which spend all, or most of their time in the latter. Of these,
many are adapted for spending part of their time in trees, but only
a few are strictly arboreal.
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D. Of Winter Rain Region.
Forests \iith Broad Tiiiek Leaves
Scleropiiylloiis ¥cocLland
i ) ClimatQ.
Tbe mestemmost saation ot ciiQ boundary v«itla an
average July temperature of idi5.8&*^G, aas a fairly unifom temper-
ature throughout the year. The rainfall ib in winter, tJhera be-
ing none v.uatevar during lihe it. arm timnmar^
£) Plant Gonimuni uiaB.
I'his region i& oiiarautierized toy Shreva; (It^lV) as Pacif-
ic Semi-u-Qbaru , an iincinal -Chaparral -Desert Complex. "This",
he bays, "is a region of greaT; topographic aiversitj. in ttuich
title vegetation varies iocaily xrom anainal (open oak forest,
ahiaily evargrean)
,
through GU£y.i:.~.ii!ral (a closed scrub of ever-
graan shrubs), to desert (ephemeral herbaceous plan^s^ small
pereimiait., local isucc-olen^us) . 2hQ principal evergreen oaks axe
enaina (Quarcus agrixolia), maul oak (Q. obryeole^iis ) , tmo. high-
land oak (Q. wislizeni); the principal cn&parral plants ara
chamiso (Adenostoma xasciculavum) and speoiea ox man^sanita
(Arctostaphylos ] ." On the immeoiaue uoa^u mos u of -one annuals
anu tihose perennial planxis saving a tiucculenu naoure make uneir
growth during the v>iniier monuiit>, in una sjaason of rain»

'•^] Animal Communitieti.
Tiie San DiQgo plains iaousa irequenuis uhq aeaoDore ajid
UiQ uampQSu parttj ox "uhe inountiains ana plaints oX ^ne coaBii. Tne
San OlaraentQ moose (Peromyscus sonoriansifc; alemenuis), Vuq only
moubtt on San Clomante Island, lives on t-anav oxiorua amongi^ti uhe
cauiiua ana m ravinati unu.er iauruDii, xesdin^ on ana iipe xroit ox
tue pria^5^ paar. Its joung are horn, m ina spring, and unare
is usually uuu one liuter. Iho. brusn mouse, nuicu is sonmioniy
iouna m ciiiQi^iizo tiiicJieus, orings xorth ius ^oung in liay on ttie
higfier portion^ oi toe Coast Eange, and unesu are one-oalx to
tUree-iourtiis grown uy toe miaule oi June. Tiie Soutrjern
parasitic liesart House (Pyrom^^seus Galiiorniaus lasignis) in-
naaits I'ooHy places v.uera ousiies anu. oaJi trees grov«', TnQ San
Diego desert mouse (Peromyseus irateroulus} lives in dry places
among uusiies eina roui^. In the Goast Bange Houn taint; , Wuere
tne iiinuers are cold, -ue ^-ouna oi its ilrst liui;tir are uom
auout March and mature about August. Hear the coaiiu, wuere tinere
is unirormiu^v oi temporaiiure , it creeds inoiscriiiiinauexy torougu-
cut u-La yuar. TaQ Sonoma uarvet>u mouse (Raithrodcnuomys xong-
icauda) v»hiGb is lounu. m tiie u.amp localities ox una coac u re-
gion, proauces ite voung, iron tHree go live in numuur, aurmg
iiiay and J-ona. Hae Calii'ornia iueau.ov. xiiouse or voleiliicrotus
Galiiorniuujj j lives oesiue t,ureau&, m rants, growuus ox cat-tail
sedge, and ruaa. Tiae Rnoadu wood rat (lleotcma muexiaeaia] is
usually lOuna tiuon^ cacuuaco, or can ureetu. It not inxreciuenuly
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travela aijouu a'Tln; zne u.a^, uuougn in ouicilj/ noo'curnal.
Ttie San Diego woca rat (Ijeotoaa xuuciput; iuu.orct;l^ ) biiilac, j.n
gra;^' ciCiuirrai,
'Iliia braQcLiiio l^sldIu ox 'iintj Galiiomia trQQ f ^o^ is
aiiarautariia uic ox liue axiiXDniDiant> ol' liDik; i'e^ion. ^^h±a xrog
bruad^i xii vjxhocj:, aoiiiin^i out/ xrom uiia uuauais during •cne rainto
01 late r.-inGer, uouail^' in February, oo lay iuii eggs xn 'Cua
poolt;. Tins eggs uatJcti quxalily, anu, uuu oadpol^fc ixvu xn iuoiy"u
plaaQj-, uran^jxciiiixnt, inwo w>iaali j.robfc> uexora biia u.ry fcitiation
Doginia* Tne^- aa^tivai/ti xn uue oummur, and ux*aad »aoan uvvo yeare
ox agu
•
The snaivQLi anu. ix2;ax'do, xauitiaoniike, uiDer-
naiie xn uuti gooI, w««ition, oominj^. out dui'ing una dry aaawon
to Dx-eed.
TiiQ LQiinites, e.g. Re ticuli ^srmeu aasperua, swarm uare
aoout iitia xirau ox June, conoeiuporanaouwi^ ».xt;a una xipenxng
ol" one u.05V''00a pollen.
^] Local CoiniaunitlQjs,
Tne Bovidau are repratian'oed 0;^' tna Ilelson uiguom
(Cvis danadanbis iialcunij v.iiich xt> j.ounu. xn uuu ^aijai^t ran^et;;
and tna oervidaa, cna Oaliloi'nxa :aule deer (oaocoileub
neiLicnus aalixornicue) , in trie iiva-oaii: xoresttj on uiga grooiiu..
lue iUitiion:,' gra^' ocLuirrel (Sciuru^ griaaua aiiunonyi)

is usually Been in pine ejiu. oali treas in ana mcunuain^, often
de^-aenuini. go uiia groima. Ittj ;youni_. uxts uox-n xn May sJia Jane.
Tiae grotuiu. cquxrx'Qi oi uuiu xe^ion uiDernauQi^ m winuax'. liiQ
Merriaia caipiuunis: (Eutaniias merriaiui) occurs In uuq mounuaine,
wuerb iu oxiaiuts ovux roojs.c, wu.aiitj&, oiivi ureau, xQauintj, upon
various i-Qedu, ^ruiob, aiiu. uerrittc, wuu tiwp«Gialiy on aoorna
ana pine fc^eaa. Itja youn^ are uorn m kay and June,

a. MQ^qu.i*Ga Semi -Desert
1) Oliniauis.
•rnis region jaau an average Jaimarj? temps ratura of
from IQ^O. -co la.ii^cmu. an average July iiemparauuru ox So. 67° J.
with an averaga annual rainxall of from 60 cim. zo Yb am, Tbe
dry ceascn ia in v»inter and aprin^r, accoxiipaniea ary »vinass«
^) plam: Gommimi uiuc
Sareva (li;l7) oalla wnic region an anainal-ouaparrai-
aa^ert aompia>-, aaouriuin^ iu ac t-n open or oxo^uu. fciuaxid oi oma.
tiraajj and ouruou, oxjiaily dQoidiiou.u, uiLxi local araat. oi ^rai^fci-
land anu. a raprewenua-oi on ox aucouianuti, Tne acminsnu -raa lo
massquiua (Prosopit^ ^aanauiosa] , ana una principal i^iiiruD,
imisaviiie (Aaaaia xarnoi-rana)
.
o) iUiimal Gommunitiei;^,
Ttiousanaij ox Mexican pron^i-uorn anueiopaij xormarly
Ware iounu. .n Uia prairiuw ox uiiia ration (Bartlett iblxt).
i'liey aaually graze in ueru^ ox wan uo xixu^'. When approaoi^ad
Dy wruvalcxu wuo^ laisiurali;' uroi: oix uo a buort u.iBtanae, anu.
a^^axn ^oop.
According lio Mearna (1^07) the tieaiion ox Dimu. x^
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more ijroiiraw uea uere inan at uue norlJii, yomi^ uere ueually
Doing uom aiiring i^ne xlxi^u nali oi Jane, TiaQ young are uiavien
03 ontJ luowaex uiriiu, anu. oiuen xail pre^' uo uolvasi and
C3p;ir06<iy -.uoi-i did la autidiiu xaeuin^.
Hiie woli ( Ganis -lupuw ) is uommcn uaruu^ucuu uue Mesc-
ican Boimaar^ ro^ion^ uriax-c uyiii5 no iapou, tiOWtiver uarren or
aistanc xrom wauex, <«iadrd lu uan nou oo xounu.. ( Bar Ills Uu i-..y';tj
ji^aept u.urixi6 uue cuiamar »uan uue young xamiliat. oi'
CUDS ara oain^;, iaaparaualy proviaeu xor i*iiair paranua^ «o1vqb
iiunu in pauiifcJ, xunnxn^: uuaxx prtsy u.own in opian «nat;a»
**} Local GommunitiQL*
TUe wiiiiia-uailau. u.aar» Llazama (Borcelapiiub} amexi-
cana, ..uXwu ib c>lt;o imov«n au uiie Virginia u.uer, is aoundani in
tiie uo^Tiom xanao and xo'w Licunuain ran^eti ox coutnarn Texas,
(liieainb, xyUY) ana iu< «optioxaxl;y auunu.anTJ in i^uq Santa Rosa
raaga, «.Uwi. ox Eagle Pa&s. During reueno ^/^arb xi; uac inoaixxau.
i u£i uabi usi, nov« uidin^ in uuti luOfci ii inaocatifc-xuia places during
tae aa^ anu. xoading auring uiie mornxng anu. evaning uoui-ss or au
nxgiit. i^iia peccary (Dieotyleo ca^jacu) prefers rocliy w.alls of
oanyont* ana ^nQ vicinity oi STJreaLijj or Lixlxuop- «uoia cavurno
anu. ii0lio«*o axxora prouowUion, wo vjuioii uney reuira u.u.ring
miada:)'. Some uimey uiioy Join lieraa ox aomtj«uia cv-ino, x«au.xng
on roout;, ttoornc, unu. x^"^^^^^ nuiiti, m oompany witiu uue iialx-
wild pxgti iino«n at* razor-uaciitj. I'he Tafias axmuuixxo (Tatju
novamuincuum) is lounu. aion^ I'^e Hio Granae «qbtj -co DeviltJ River,
south acroas Llaxico. It ha^j a ouxcii oovuixno anu. xsa vex^

sunoitive. 00 aold. It; burroviis m iino oalt inaujs uuau gro*i» uion^
Tiie TQ:sas opoetjuu {I)id.Qlj,,'i^ic laoc; 12,1:10 rioanu. uQ::iaiitiiti)
has a ran^ti uoinoiaanu uxia u ox ona Tessas peraiiiimon. Kearns,
Ib'UV, aaytj; "Wiien uujiuXiijj aw nx^u u axorii^ uuu ouruaiuo cx Texas
WQ bouieoinefc^ came upon an opossmn ciin^inj^ 00 oiie oranan ox a
I'lie tmaxi-xootetu, or Texas v.ood-raii, rangub up line
Rio Grande so ine niou-ua ox iiue Devils iliver. It is xound in
tha «ooas, anu. usually near wacer. Its nests are oOiiiziioniy
uuxlii auouu uue ioott; ox daoa^vou. ureoo linau are ouri'ounu.eu u^'
iiiixQii.e us. Tiie Uaiaaulipas uarvut- i -mouse (Rei turodon uomyB uiQw^i-
aaiiuo xriuoxiiiauius) is also xouiiu. xn ouis region.
B. DesQi -Grasslaiiu. Transi'cxon
x] Olimaus,
'Inis i'o^XLju uats an avera^a Januar^. uaiuperaiiUi-e ox
from Y.tic. i/o lu^^u.-, anu. an awtiXt-^e July uaiapaxauu.xa Ox xxom
ifciu.v uo <i-^.-=:^G, Exoepii xn one rainy euauon u-uicu a^^wuenu-s irom
AuguSb lio octobux, vux^' xit/uj.e rain xaxx^ uere, wD^ry uoxngj
no pttx-iooiuai raxna au ooner sjcaiJoniB ox uno ^ear*
fi,) Plant (jomiiiunx liiuu,
Tdq vageiiauxon is xnuux-maaxauu xn ui^araouer uui/weexi
uiio grassland an^ uuo suoouxcnv- d-i^eruw ox. rexas anv.u Arizona,

An open carpet of perennial grasses and ephenierai or root-
perennial herbaceous plants, with a more or less sparing repre-
sentation of succulent and semi-succulent forms. The leading
Grassland plants are the gramas (Boutelcua) and galleta grasa
(Hilarie). and the chief Desert plants are palmilla, amole and a
sn.all group of cacti,
3 ) An in:al Co rr.niun i t i es
.
The Mexican nmle deer, Mexican prong-horn antelope,
and prairie dog, all discussed under Eastern (Ric Grande)
Succulent Desert are also at hor^e in this region, vvhere their
habits are the sa^ie as given for that region.
4) Local CoriiXimnities.
The brown bear (Ursus arctus) is solitary, and fre-
quents the wooded parts of the region. Its food consists of
fruits, honey, fish, and the snialler animals. It spends itsp
period of hibernation concealed in sorxie hollow or cavern. Mer-
riaai's elk (O^rvus nierriami) pr fers as resort those portions
of the mountains where dense thickets of spruce of other trees
give good shelter in close proxiiLity to open parks and streams
of clear, cold water. The rutting season is in October and
November. At this time the bulls travel much during the night.
The calves are born in May and Juhe. It is a curious fact that
the range of the elk is coinciaent with that of the
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uoucci ) iij xcujiiu. ill oow-wLivisJo uvsxii HQ'w Mexiue, iiouwiiux-n Arizona
(uiiiexi^' sjouuii oi i-uo (iilci. iiiVQxj, aiiu. toOu.uiiv<axa ill CJliinuaiiua
aua Sonoru, HQsiuo. Itb vex-'Ciwux raii^s o^. uoiittss xrom naar eua
iavci uo uuc ucrtsaj. BuiP-uiu^j oi uiitj iii^nQti u acunuain rangesj ox i/^io
re^lcn. 'thQ'^- <- o:aa uijuioc oon£,rc{3Uu« iii i.i«ru.t> dux'in^^ .iir. our,
SL^<iXiu\j, uijo ux^ijux iaouxiv.uj.nii 1^1 oOiiipuii^' i^i uu uiittxr prO^^unv OX
TiLJa iJXawaixXJJ.5 ^•ccJ.x. i'be ^UUXl^, owiiiouli^uw one, uu.li Uui'.LLLl^ btr.O,
S-x"c3 uOx'ii u-ux iii^ July*
Ttiib u'ocx u.i»u.ciXx^ 0*^*=*^ "0 v.fciuex auGiiti iuiu.u.u.y aiiw.
GXubll op^iXivxt) UUV3 u u oas-'u pux u Ox uiiu vxi^^,' XXi uiJc cuaiSLQ —
..xxjlu'-^S -liid Gu'» u Oli" GO-w uuu u xrln^a uuo isuxoa;.;ci» 'Xi--3 Lia^wioaix
ul{-.iiurii Gx ^.Guxi-v.xn Luwcp (O"''''!'-' -anaasu'iiJiia me^.i uoiiUw ) , ^XG„
Xk-«lij_^ow C.^ ilox "OwXl «.j.c^X j.^Kiji.2.^U Xii u G uUvi lu o Ull b cXllw x w ,
lilwVv Mc-uXuO, ti.iiv4. AaX^GII^, Xw u.ijuuxxy xOvJuix j-ju xw-ji-y' Uc<j.j.j Gx^.-. u*j.(X
Ujui UiOwkJli OcaXxx (JJU. 3-^11 i'x^n^Xw^O AxX^UXiv-., XU~ xiXUi-vJ
Sjj.-ixxXfc^ c*uG« c U"ii uxiaucju XXxiC xxi t^ui.uuUx, iJu.u Xli .«XXludx- X li
dQc^uenvxo lO uua noig^u uoriii^ uaiijO-u Ox uua Golorau.0 itiv^ii'* Sne
G-aiiXcixa uXtAuCxn ( Cvii^ oaiiaaoxioio ^alxxaxax ) jlh xOu.jj.u. Xxi ui^o
xo» ixv.»aoxu xcuititto Ox uulu x'Stiioii. In uuo vaxxoyc au ^iia uaoe
Ox uiia (xiia MoUXLuallio X u xeau.i3 XciX^aXy upOn tX QS'llXiaXGpuniia
caouutd*
I'laQ uciavUx Xc xGuilu. ax On^ .»OGaou. £j uX'Ociliio , Amcii^ uutj
siuuxxdx x-G'xuiiuti o-ro uiia ^.^fjiyoxi tiquxiTdi atiu uiic Ariiiona ^rat^o-
UOpx^aX iuOUiJd.

lij xOuiiu. in uiiu vjoovIqu. artJat;, xnotJul^' lavei" Do^&ome, ox Sou«u-
t,et;wexii 'rajitiij, ocs-wv Cx wiiu u-Gisaxw. PQcaa nuuo aao. acoxTiti axd
Xbo px^iiioipcix xOG^x. 'Uiao Arizoiiii ^ra^' tscuix'rex, m v^onuaon
in la,r^e liUinuax'SS. Ito xOOu. oOiaiJxlcau oaSu.o Ox £->Xil'd oOilois, aoOxlIb
»i u-Xll U. u tj
,
UtJxxXuu, aii<-i. jSsXoUii V a^G ua. ul oxi»

E. Suaaulano Semi-I)QS«ru
.
a. iSiiti (Hlo Grantie ) Suuaulvixiu ijctjcxii.
i) Qlimal/a«
Suits x'«i5i0ii Litio aii a,vdxu£j«i Jul^ u.ampax'ci u uro ox xrOiii
^tO*^ uO ^^'•'i'^Cj,, tUlu. till tivax'U^U JaUu-tix^' u oiupa X'ci Cj. xrOiii
Y • uO Xi-'»VJ C» ilid aVwX^^a tUXUU^X XiS.J.xij.&XX J. W> XX Oil!. 6iJ • u- uO
«vu,poxc.«ii^ from a free ffater sarfaca. Ili'iQ cir^/- season is in
win tier ana spring, accompaniQa ary v/indb.
Plant CoimnunitiaB.
^hravQ [\'jVi ) uiiaracUeriiiQti ti^e vtdgQuauion ox c.iis
region a:, a iiii:caci btana oi iniorophi^llcus tuiruba anu aucuulane
ana aeiiii -tjuuuuldnu plani;j:5. 'iuo iSoruDs are aitMr evergroan
(Uovillea) or aeciauoas (Acacia, oureniiia) . Tiie stam-
Gacoiilencfci oomprisa many bpeoisb ox oaciJi, uiiiexl^? lovi xn
growth; the coiiuuonat; 'c leai-oucoulenu ib leuiauguilla (Agava
lacii-aguilla; j the tiemi -sacoaianoa inolu.ua tjotol (Dasyliricn
t axaniUii ) , aiji ol a , ana p al-nilla ( Yac oa j •
o) Animal Gorjmunitias.
Tbe Mexican prong -iiorn anutiiope , uuicn xoriauriy rang
a a in mousanai^ in tiiie region oi tne Southwaiit, ivas aDunaant
in wes'iiarn X'exaii. Bartlet'o (18i;^±) saw nerds bounding ovar the
plain near ojo ae Gall ego, not x'ar xrom GUa Rivar Carman. Hot
I
far from iidra are uills, wnare^ in a zhlak grove of aotlion-
wooas, a fine spring isi locatad.
TiiQ tio-call3a Ariiiona prairie -dOt; {Qrnomya lo-doviai-
anut arizonensis) ranguo from ooa Pecoa Iliver uest 'cue valle^'
of oiiO San Pedro River.
2h±3 is onu of 'uuu motiu in uyrso uing animals mu u v^itb
on wiia prairia ana oigri oaDla-ianas. It liveb in auramiLniuiaa
wtiicfj aomauimQui uovar liibO sq. kilomeudra (Bar'ulata lliu^), Tiie
naoiiJaciona are usually aoout m«ters apart, and are irjariiaa
"Dy uilloeiLB union ucnuarn xrom one oo ^wo uartloaaa ox aariin •
aaon. Some iiava one antranca, otiaaru tv,o, vviiiciJ incline a.-Q an
angla of aoout 45°. As many a'^ twelve inaiviauada are found
in one uurrovv. Tnetia lit.ie rodenua ie^a on aratseaa, ana arinii
no v.ai<ar»
<±) Looal Oommuni oieo.
ThQ Llexican mule deer (Odoooileus h jmionub cj,nus)
inhabits souonv»etit 2Q:ias, ijew Moiiioo, Arizoi.a, ana nortiiern
liazico, ran^in^:, upwuru in ;jua.Eiiur 'tio cne uiglieuu ooreal BULimiua
ana aovai in v.ini/ar zo ^na lowet^u valley/is. In auiimier tiie aoay
ana uhuir progeny oi different a^eii lorm neras aparu irom iine
ola ualeij. At tnib tjea^on ^ne uorni^ or -ue uuciis are boft, and
a nianDer ma^' ou o^jen aaaooiatJing amiwaoly uOeeuiaQr. In Deo-
erj,_er, uov^ever,
-caa ouuiit. ligut lieruely '..itr] eaci] otuer.
Food Goni-i£3uk> ox graaa, iJuru.uio, leaver, iDlcoms, and
acornjii. Shetie deer usually fyea in z'na morning ana evening.
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spending the hottest part of the day in the shade of a tree or
rock. They go to water in the evening or early morning, and on
moonlight nights.
The Mearna cotton-rat ia found in the grassy hollows
and flats between the most wouthern spurs of the Apache Moun-
tains, and is both nocturnal and diurnal. During excessively
dry seasons many of this species perish. The pallid wood-rat
(Neotoii.a micropus canescena)is usually found about streams and
aprings, often in the fringe of cottonwood and v/illow growth
along rivers. The Chihuahua wood-rat (ireotoiua mexicana) is
found on the tops of the desert ranges of this region. The Chi-
huahua plains mouse ("^eromyscus sonoriensis blandus) prefers
to reside in open country, and the wetter the better. Grassy
spots around springs are its favorite abodes, and in such
places it is abmdant. It is larg:ely carnivorous, cevouring
insects or any animal food. Four yoijng are produced at a birth.
The Texas gray wood mouse (peromyscus texanus) is an inhabitant
of woodland near streams. Its usual number of young is fivs.
The tornilio mouse (peromyscus tornillo) is very abundant un-
der groves of the screvv bean.
b. Western Small Tree and Succulent Desert.
1) Climate.
This rsG^ion has an average January ten^perature of
from IC^C. to 15.6° C, and an average July temperature of 30°C.
The average annual rainfall is 35.4 cm.

Incladaa m -cnia reiiion it; fue Sonora aeseru, ^.lsIgl^
ia Doimaea on uiie noruu oy une Intemalii onal uounaary-linu , on
tiie v.ouu -Gue Ccloraao Rivar ana -iiQ Gull.- of Caliiornia, cn
tiie tSLLiLn d;,' auoiio uiie 5,9 ou parallel oi latiuuae, ana on toa
Qai.'u appro^amausly d;;, uie lltu aoridian oi webi; longitiuda, CJi
tiiQ pauilic coasu Uiie Dalt ox ualuE, iino^.n tiie nortuoi-n
norba lauiuuaai^, urosiiai. t^uu xiortinern parub oi' Lov^ar Oalii'ornia
and Sonora, auuoonuin^ lor vciQlr exuroue ariai-uy. Tua majiimujn
uaiiipcsraiiure^ in region are o6.o7<^G. at KermG;:.iiio, aiid
48.oi5^G. at Guajiiiat5#
Uear the iioa^u, ircia Port Lobc^:; northward, ran;^ a D<3lu
of sand-aunou, usuall;7 liJ to So kiiomauora wiae, -i^n ijany
r&uiiiuaiiionij. lor thutia i^anaaunua, uue Liezicanii u£.e uiiQ
eapiionioas naiiia ijedano!^, v.uicii bab an aimojju mytiuic souna, aub"
gea iiing in tne buimnar ariaiu^ ana aun^ur, xiarca uuaci, rax; .la
-
enaitetj ana other reptiles, mo. in tha winter, oold, wind, lOg,
and ocoasional arizzling rain.
of tiia Bo-Giaica rivers regain uauer lor more -chan
a ie« oours axter a ao«»xipou.r of rain, ana ^ue la*; that show
pormaneni; v.'atar in certain limioad Iceali-uiesi , ati xor int-uanoe,
tr]Q Sanua Cruz i^iver in Arizona, lotie Iheu^alves in the aesart,
or, as tha Altar anu Sonoyta Hivorti in Sonera, raauu the aaa
onl3^ after a heavy rain.
tt^ Plant Gorinnunities.
Tiiroughout vne low-l;^a.ng country ox the oonora
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Desert id foand uoa Sonoran greasewood (Larrea uriden uat/a)
,
vaiicn on uuo riiguer plaueauu^ givaij v<ay 1^0 cfiQ {joapwcea uaooUB;
iDivb una plc-mo v.aioii 15= really ouarac'cerit; oic of tbis region is
tiia (jauuuo, imiou auoonuu 121 a varie u;,^ of xoms, inoliiuin^
tne gianii oauliuis (Geraao gie;anuQLLs) ana. tue Darral oaGiiua (0.
bitiiiagaj , uxie la u tor ci v.ijicii v.iil ^-dela xrom uv. \»o xour piniiu
of lairl^ palauauie viai/ex'. All of uiiUKiu oauci iiave long roots,
soiae ox v.uicii u.eocena xihirty feei^ to reauu ua^er. Hie fciuei.! xa
for:aea ox pulp "cuac grok»a around a wooden oore ana servetj aa
storeuoubc xor uiq uq^hqi: TJhey oljtain, ana. tuis in turn is uov-
arud V, iuii a xSna. of giazad apiaer^ia to prevenu evaporation.
iiost oi uHoiii are xarnxancu. v.xtn Juornk;, i-omt! of '..iiicu ai'Q
poiBonoiiti.
Another ramariiaule planii louna xn uiixt. rugicn xa ciia
OGouillo (Fouquiura aplenatinu}, wjicu someuiraaa aucaino a naigbt
of b muoera, ana uonyiaxiss ox a nLimuar ox long, uuxn uranobea,
covuraa v.-itu uuomio,
AJiimal Oonimonitietj
lae Gila crjipmiin.b. xounu also inthe uztrame aasart anu,
in oiju aesisi't-gra'JiS -lanu.-uranux ciion rugion graxi^xii uroken, roeicy
counory, v.ueru Guure xt> timuer, yc u it ini:aDiuts long reacueb of
Darren can^onw, enuirely aeyuiuuto ox ureas. Its vercical
range xa iroin i^'^OO ae ucrc (Guadalupe Canyon) uo B,ki':^o me uers
( oiu'.iiai 1; ox iaan Luis Moiinuaintj, v.uare xt ia xaxrly uonuaon. In
tiae iJan Luis liJic. uiie oung are ooi'n auring July, anv.^ ai-e xrom
t\KO «o uighb xn numuur.

'Trie rocsii bquirrel, or oajiyon wquirrei { ot osperiuCpuilu.B
gramLiuraa ) , v.Diyii iB loanu. iroia untj uppur Rio Graiiaa Ya ' le^'
Utti-iu -uo Cud Quouern sja£,e oi. olicj vi-ai^uyrn a.eb!:jru 'urauu, is a gooa
exaiaple oi inaepenaunoe ox envircruuuiiual laotorw, ouiii^ aiii.Q
§ii Domu in iiue iov.", acji^ux-o rcgiont; ana m uiie iii^iuei^u lacunuama.
In one i^an Franui^oo HoanUain;- io iti vue onlv tipauiisij ox oua
fa!Xiil;>- living aoove i/rio oiiauer iino, oiia uii^uorj.!, or uounuaxn
tjiisup, ueiua i-ii^ only ouiier Lia^ial iOiown uaoi liiiall^. uo ±ruqatino
ti'iu tjuiauiiu. Al'iiiiougi] lu Sijo\ko a proxijranou far rock;,- plaviuts,
aa oixxxji anu. uan;>'onw, iii xouna m rivur uco ^omti ana on open
plaint,, '..nore iu exuavaueb a utirrovv oenuauh a Suonu or uubu,
•pruiaraul,)' a i-iuucxui , ana raaaily aaapiit. luu ijaon/ij uo liiB
environiaanu. Its appuuiuQ, iiiiuv.ii;^o , weiime co ^overntia by
aonvaniunae ratiiier taan dx' any vary aaaidaa proxaranoQiJ. It
is ab oniiiivorous aij uiio ooar, xsautinii' allKa upon xle^u, car-
rion, ^raxn, or almosii any sort oi xrait or grean vegatanion
that ouanaeo to oq m ^oason. In iaigii aiuiuudes it nioarnutes
in winiJar, a.^^. aii V/iiipple I3arracks (altituaa xo^O xiie tiers).
In the YardQ Yalle^ (altiuuda i^o^ uauers) it is lauou ieso act-
ivQ aiix'int^ winter, DUt is sean ao all saasonu, uoming out ofcan-
est uuQii tiie sun is snining, ana auring tiio «aimast part ci the
day m Min^ur. xha auason ox ruproduc uion, owing uo the vary-
ing eonaioions oi aiuiuaaQ anu. olimaoo uo vvnioii uiie spaaias la
s'lDjGouea, varias 5raaul^ «i lii. locality. In the low regions
it probauxy rears mora uuan onu littGr o± youiito annually.
The blaox-ayad ^rassuoppor mousa (Gnycoomys melan-
opnryB) liices open country, wkuare lu aigs its uurrouij ijuraight
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down Into uuq lavsl ^i-ound, or more ol'uen, tosjlecuu a liu'ilQ
banii, uuoii aa una tilde oi a ai^uu, ana digs a slanting, bu.rrov«i
It is y\irioi;iy noouaiTLai, ana proauces loar jouni^' au a uirtb.
4] Local Goi'nmim.itiQS,
Tiae rocii iiqu.irrQl ( ArJmoaiJQrmox)iJiiua narriiaii oaxiaola)
ioana m uue laounuaiii ran^ei-: o±" Arizona ana iionora, produaas
iufci ;>'Oang iau« m Pebruar^. Ibe Huaoxiuca SciiiirrQl (^ciurua
ariaonenuiu iiuaunuGa) ib lound m uiia pine anu. oaii loroi-ua in
in nortbeas to rn wonora, ana "ibQ Huacbuca Uti^, In ubQ Huauiiacaii
iu iij xoitna irom nuar tuu xci-ur uimbar lina iio uba aowuai oLua-
mit, £687 iuutioi'S, It lovuo uo luad upon una »alniilJ. {Jaglano
rupuij uriis ) , ana oi oon aan^ vu^ iiiimauurQ nut.
2be ApaubG uruiji:i mouae (Pe romytica© uoylii pinaiiis),
iouna alau m uue u,ajj«r li-^ rati ana- urantJi 'uion ration, iivas
prinoipadl;^-' m tiiiciiui/ti tiurrounaini- rocKSs ana cliixs, ana is
cblyxiy noocarnal. I'QQ younj. aru oorn uii rouguonw ciie ^'ear.
Tbe 2onora plamii juioasd ( Paromysoua wonorianuxa } , waicu lu
iouna along Ciie k.auerb oi tJbu Gila ana luu oriuu.i>ax-ieu
,
pre-
iers aamp, graiasy placea. It proaaoeii xrovj. uix 'uc oigbt oung
a^ a Dirtii.

3) Shrub-covered Seml-Desert.
a) Shrub-cactus Plateaij^desert,
1) Climate.
This region has, for the most part, a desert climate, with
a mean annuai temperature greater than 18°C. , and an averag-e an^
n\ial rainfall under 35 centimeters. The rainy season completely
changes the appearance of the plains, and new grass appears. The
rains do not last long, however, and sometimes fail altogether,
Gadow (1908) says that on his visit to Lake Texooco, on
September 7th., this lake, owing to the recent rains, had no lim-
itsj water, rushes, and weeds, intermingled here and there with
stretches of sand. Although pasture is scanty in the dry season
there were now many l\ijcuriant plants,
2) Plant Communities.
In general, the aspect of this great plateau desert is
that of a dusty treeless plain. There is but little vegetation,
this consisting of ragged yucca trees, many species of agave and
cactus, scrubby mesquite bushes, sage bushes, ajid occasional
clumps of coarse grasses. The cactus is the characteristic plant
of Mexico, 1,000 species having been described, a large percentage
of which are to be found in this region.
In Chihuahua and Zacatecas vegetation is mainly covillea,
acacia, fouquieria and composite shrubs, with low growing forms
of cacti (no arborescent ones) (Shreve).

Bartlett (1853) describee the country southeast from the
city of Chihuahua as a plain of a desert- like character, covered
with low mesquite hushes, various kinds of cacti, yucca, and for-
quiera, with a scant growth of grass.
3) Animal Communities*
Traveling from Durango to Mexico City during the latter
half of December, von Tempsky (1855) says: "Not an animal was to
be seen, no sound of life vibrated through an atmosphere clear
and dazzling, yet void of all mellowing warmth.
"
4) Local Communities*
Many animals found in the various local communities of
the Boundary region occur here in similar situations. Among these
are the white-tailed deer, Mexican bighorn, bear, beaver, lynx,
badger, wolf, coyote, rabbit, peccary, opossum, armadillo emd many
small rodents. The Allen Squirrel (Sciurus alleni) is found in
open pecan and other forests near Monterey, Nuevo Leon, extending
up to oak and pine forests near Victoria and Miquihuana, Tamauli-
pas, Mexico (altitude 763 to 3590 meters).
4, Extreme Desert
l) Climate.
The region of the Colorado River, together with the upper
part of the peninsula of Lower California, has an extreme desert

olimate. The average January temperature is from 10 to 12. 8^0,,
and the average July temperature 29.40C. During summer the heat
is excessive, sometimes reaching 51, 7^0. in the shade, but the
nights are always cool, and the climate is salubrious and even in-
vigorating (Lumholtz 1913).
The annual rainfall is irregular, being on the Yuma and Colo-
rado Deserts but 5 or 7.5 cm.
2) Plant Communities*
On the upland plains, near the edge of the desert, we
find Chilopsis linearis, a species of Krameria, and a Rhumnaceous
shrub (Zizyphus parryi). On the hillsides grows a species of agav^
and the Spanish bayonet, a species of yucca.
The lower valleys assume a complete desert-like character. The
creosote bush (Larrea mexicana), Fouquieria splendens, and Mezquite
(Algarobia glandulosa), are found, and near the base of the mount-
ains a species of palmetto is seen growing in the clefts of the
rocks.
As we advance on the desert plain A very distinct character of
vegetation presents itself. On all the gravelly ridges near the
mountains we find Fouquieria. Along the water courses there is
usually a growth of shrubbery larger than in other portions of the
desert, the Dalea spinescens occurring in such situations. Further
on in the desert the vegetation is chiefly composed of Larrea mexi-
cana and Obione canesoens.
As we descend from the table land of the desert, by the steep
bluff which boimds the alluvial bottoms of the Colorado River,
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the vegetation consists almost entirely of dense thickets of me-
squite, but it assumesia more varied character when we reach the
alluvial tracts. On ail places liable to overflow the cotton^wood
and willow abound, the latter forming a thicket along the immedi-
ate margin of the river. The higher grounds near the river seem
especially favorable for the mesquite, which in some situations
forms thorny and impervious thickets. Growing with the mesquite,
though prefering a^^tiioistwf. soil, is the Strombocarpa pubescens, or
screw bean*
The principal undergrowth consists of Tessaria borealis, Ar\mdo
Bhragmites, a kind of soft cane grass, grows along the river's
margin,
3} Animal Communities,
The bixrro or desert mule deer (Ododoileus heminous eremi-
cus) is found in the deserts and desert rsu:ige8 on both sides of
the Colorado River, and around the head of the Gulf of California,
and on Tiburon Island. In Lower California it occurs in large
herds during the winter season. The Mexican prong-horn antelope
(Antilocapra araericana mexicana), also found in the provinces to
the east, including Eastern Rio Grande) succulent desert, has a
vertical range extending from below sea level (on the Colorado
Desert) to 3,500 meters (on the San Francisco Mts, ). The coyote,
which lives in near-by hills and crosses the desert at night, is
physiologically adapted to the desert condition in that it does
not require water, and that its urine is very concentrated, con^
taining peculiar compounds. The western desert cotton-rat
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(Sigmodon hispidus eremicus) is found on the Colorado Desert living
in dense growths of arrowwood, which are also the favorite home of
the desert harvest-mouse (Reithrodontomys megalotis deserti). The
number of young of the latter is four. The western desert mouse
(Peromysous eremicus), which is abundant from the Sonoyta River
Valley to the western edge of the Colorado Desert, prefers rocky
places and requires less moisture than the members of the plains-
mice group. Its nests are made of grass, feathers, and stems and
leaves of plants. The number of young is from one to four. The
western desert plains mouse (Peromyscus sonoriensis deserticola)
is woA^s^ the commonest mammal of the lower portions of the Gila
and Colorado Rivers, and is both diurnal and nocturnal. To the
rule that it is found only in damp situations there are some ex-
ceptions, but it is a species of meadows and river bottoms.
Birds of this region are the black-throated sparrow, Ne-
vada sage sparrow, Bucard's sparrow. Brewer's sparrow, the sage
thresher, and the burrowing owl.
Reptiles are the dominant group and are found even at the
entrance of Death Valley, where they are represented by three
species of small lizards and the horned pigmy-rattler. Scorpions,
rattlesnakes, and many^pecies of lizards are found in the Colorado
Desert.
Insects are scarce, the Tenebrionidae predominating, and
being found either on plants or under stones. They respond to the
seasonal rhythm by being most active and having their greatest per-
iod of reproduction during the short rainy season.
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4) Local Communities.
The pale muskrat (Fiber zibethicus pallidus), wiiioh
abounds in the waters of the Colorado Basin, inhabits burrows along
the banks of streams.
The broa<JUtailed or Sonoran beaver (Castor canadensis
frondator), found also in the desert-grassland^transition region,
is restricted to the vicinity of wooded streams. It is social, and
essentially aquatic, building dams and lodges in streams. It is
mainly nocturnal, and subsists chiefly on bark and twigs or the
roots of water plants, Mearns (1907) tells of a fight on the
Colorado River, between a beaver and a mountain lion in which each
of the lAimals killed the other.
b. Coastal Desert.
Mexico.
The rainy season at Vera Cruz is from April or May till
October. Bullock, traveling here during the dry season, says:
«0n leaving Vera Cruz, a tract of sandy desert immediately presents
itself, without road or vegetation, or any signs of living nature."
The peninsula of Yucatan consists almost wholly of an open, dry,
calcareous plain. The temperature ranges from 66 to 89^F. Al-
though rain is abundant in the rainy season, it is quickly absorbed
by the dry porous soil.
Describing the coast of southern Lower California, Bartlett
says: "Behind the Island of Carmen lies Lore to, in a valley 2,000
or 3,000 feet wide, surroxinded by wild and sterile mountains

composed chiefly of primitive rock, granite, and sandstone, with
scarcely any soil upon them. Heavy rains occur here not more than
once in five or six years." I have found nothing in regard to the
animal life of this region.
F. Of Alpine Summits,
1« Mexico*
On Iztaccihuatl at an elevation oi 4206 meters the trees
cease, the only vegetation found higher being tussocks of grass,
together with the little Draba, the last of the flowering plants
(Gadow 1908).
On the Nevado at 3108 meters, on the south side, herbaceous
vegetation finds its upper li^ilt, while on the north, away from the
sun, and with more moistin-e, it ascends considerably further. On
this side the ocote pines go up to about 3721 meterj^ where they
cease rather suddenly without dwarfing. Thence forward there is
short grass in tussocks, and, lastly, the barren pinnacle of the
cone, for at least 305 meters.
2* South America,
On the western slope of Chimborazo, at an altitude between
3657 and 3962 meters, the vegetation consists chiefly of hassocks
of a Stlpa and a Festuca, so that the general aspect is that of a
grey barren waste; but at short intervals are deep gullies whose
sides are lined with mosses, and sprinkled with calceolarias, lu-
pines, and other pretty plants. Near the Arenal (the moraine of

the glacier), is the limit of all vegetation (Spruce 1908), I
have found nothing in regard to the animal life of these regions

IV. GENERAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS,
a. General Habits of Animals in Areas Studied.
Tropical Rain Forest - Distribution of the mammals which
are lypical of this region is dependent mainly upon moisture, tem^
perature, and light. The region is poor in terrestrial animals of
any size, and rich in arboreal species. There is a remarkable de-
velopment of the arboreal habit among mammals. So extreme is the
tree-dwelling habit here, that ^ sometimes j find species, which
seem to be not especially adapted to the arboreal life, to be tree-
inhabiting. Also, we find species which, in temperate regions, e,
g. the tiger beetles, are soil burrowers, developing in the tropi-
cal rain forest the twig boreing habit. Most of the mammals, birdf
reptiles, and an^hibians inhabit the roof-garden which is formed by
the tree-tops, and many of them are gorgeously colored. The many
creatures found below the tree-roof, living habitually on the
branches or stems of the trees, have more sombre tints of brown,
and are speckled or barred. Lastly, those few animals that live
on the ground itself, are nearly all dark of color, whether toads,
frogs, lizards, snakes or birds. The animals rarely venture out
of the forest, being sly and retiring and, in many eases nocturnal
and crepuscular. Well marked social life is characteristic, but
the herds are usually small, especially when compared with those
of the steppe. Birds are most active early in the morning. Al-
though reproduction takes place throughout the year, and the dry
season merits its name only in comparison with the intensity of
the rainy period, yet spring and summer are quite distinct, and
autumn and winter are easily differentiated.

1x1 the vast tropical rain forest of Brazil seasonal suc-
cession occurs ;Ju8t as truly as it does in the temperate deciduous
forest of North America. There are two great reproductive periods
during the year, the first in February in the real spring, and the
second, which is subordinate to it, in August, In the second
spring plants, flower and fruit, in8ect8*send out fresh broods and
birds again pair and nest. Most of the mammals which I have
studied have their reproductive period in March and April and it
appears that their breeding habits are similar to like species
found in the tropical deciduous forest.
Tropical Deciduous Forest. - A smaller proportion of the
animals are arboreal, and the herds are larger than in the tropical
rain forest. Life is most evident during the wet season, since
many animals, especially of the insect and reptile groups, aesti-
vate during the dry season when the leaves are off. The extent to
which the trees are deciduous is largely responsible for the pres-
ence of certain species, as e,g, in many regions of South America
where the trees are probably never entirely bare, are found species
characteristic of the rain forest. The deer (Mazaraa americana) of
tropical deciduous forests show no characteristics different from
those found in the mesquite desert.
Temperate Deciduous Forest - Each seasonal aspect has its
significant relatiojS to the animal behavior. In the spring the
vernal herbage grows up and blossoms, amphibians breed under logs
or near pools and their young mature quickly, snails and slugs are
active, and the birds start nest-building. In the summer, when
the vernal vegetation supplies food, occurs the greatest period
of reproduction. Insects are numerous, and, in June, everything
*Ants and Termites

is most abundant. As the summer advances, insects are very scarce
on the herbs, and are found chiefly on the shrubs. In the autumn
there is a general downward movement. Insects slip into nooks and
corners, and larvae come down to the ground to spend the winter.
The winter sspect is similar to late autumn. The leaves having
fallen, the game, wolves, foxes, deer, grouse, etc., become more
conspicuous than at other seasons. Most of the animals will endure
extreme cold. In winter the deer feed on shoots, the grouse and
turkeys on buds, dry seeds, and berries, while the ground-hog hi-
bernates, using the food which in summer it stored up in the form
of fat. Many of the animals of this climatic complex are so con-
stituted that they will not develop without the natural rhythm
which occiirs here. For instance, the codling moth will not p\Q>ate,
even when subjected to freezing, without the long period of vari-
able weather during the fall.
Tropical Savanna with Dry Season - Many of the mammals
come out into the open places only at morning and evening to graz§,
keeping to the shade during the middle of the day. The yearly
rhythm is similar to that of the tropical deciduous forest, and
the wooded parts are inhabited principally by the same species
which occur in that region.
Sclerophyllous Woodland - This region in accordance with
the fact that the grass and herbs dry up in summer, is without
large animals. The mammals live chiefly along the sea-shore or
near streams. Rodents are at home in various situations, but usu^
ally are found near water. Near the coast where there is uniform-
ity of temperature some mamma-Is, e.g, the San Diego desert moxise.

breed indiscriminately throughout the year, but the chief period
of reproduction is in May and June,
The amphibians breed in winter, as, e.g. the California tree
frog, which comes out ^rom the bushes during the rains of late
winter, usually in February, to lay its eggs in the pools. The
eggs hatch quickly, and the tadpoles live in moist places, trans-
froming into small frogs before the dry season begins. They aesti-
vate in the summer, and breed when two years of age. Snakes and
lizards, e.g. the rattlesnake, hibernate in the cool, wet season,
coming out during the dry season to breed. Insects are most act-
ive in June.
Mesquite Semi-desert - Aspect somewhat resembles that of
the steppe. The antelope and the mustang (introduced) possess
fleet-footedness and the ability to go considerable distances for
water. Large herds are especially characteristic of this region,
and almost all of the animals are gregarious. The wolf, as is
necessary in open regions, runs down its prey in open chase, hunt-
ing in packs. The peccary, which is unable to endure heat, lives
in the vicinity of streams where caverns and hollows afford pro-
tection during midday. The burrowing habit is also common here, a
is shown by the presence of the rabbit (introduced) and the arma-
dillo, the latter of which sometimes goes to a depth of two meters
Smaller mammals, as the wood-rat. are found chiefly along streams*
The period of greatest reproduction is during the early spring.
Desert Grassland Transition - The mammals which frequent
the open parts are, in general, nocturnal, or, are most active
during the morning and evening, keeping to cover during the day.

Those which spend most of their time in the wooded regions have a
slighter social tendency than do the ones frequenting the open
parts*
In the higher altitudes of the region, the squilrel and bear re-
spond to the arrival of cold weather by hibernating, while the deer
and mountain sheep resort to the valleys. The greatest reproduc-
tion of mammals appears to be about a month later than in the me-
8quite semi-desert, occurring in April,
Eastern (Rio Grande) Succulent Desert - The animals .of the
eastern (Rio Grande) succulent desert are very similar to those of
the mesquite semi-desert, partaking also of the steppe character-
istics. The prairie dog is more abundant here than in any other
se.-jtion of the U.S. - Mexican boundary, where it remains active
throughout the winter. North from the boundary, in the higher al-
titudes, (Bartlett 1855) the prairie dog spends the most severe
part of the winter in a dormant state.
The average annual amount of rainfall in this region is about
30 cm. less than in the mesquite semi-desert, and is so slight in
some years that many small mammals perish, as, e.g. the Mearns
cotton-ratX Animals are found chiefly along streams and in thick-
ets, and are nocturnal and crepuscular as in the mesquite semi-
desert. The period of greatest reproduction is somewhat later
than in the mesquite region.
Western Small Tree and Succulent Desert - The domestic
animals are much more hardy than those of/^raoi«ta«- regions. For
at least three months of the year the staple food as well as the
only drink of the cattle of one part of the district of Altar
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(Sonora Desert) is furnished by a certain ohoya (Opuntia mamill-
ata). Even if the cows are driven to water they do not care to
drink. As soon as the ;incertain rains of winter have brought into
existence the green and juicy Oenothera triohooalyx on the sand-
dunes along the coast, the cattle and horses are driven there and
remain three months, from February to the end of May, absolutely
without water. The cattle do not gain flesh, but sometimes die
from excess of fat. During winter the animals usually go without
water every second day, and they are in surprisingly good con-
dition*
The wild animals appear to not mind going without water
for days at a time, and thrive on mesquite beans and cholla, ob-
taining from the cacti sufficient juicy pulp to quench their thirst,
It has been found by actual experiment that small rodents of arid
regions have been able to live for two or three years on hard seeds
without water.
The animals live mainly in thickets. The black-eyed grafciskou.
moiirj^e", being a burrower and strictly nocturnal is typical of
small mammals living in open places.
Moist Mountain Conifer Forest - Animals are least active
during the cold season, and some, e.g. the bear and skunk, hiber-
nate during the coldest part of winter. Almost all of the larger
animals are carnivorous, and have their period of greatest repro-
duction in April. Many of the birds found here during the summer
migrate to warmer regions to spend the winter.
Extreme Desert - The animals are found along the few
streams, or, are able to exist without water. No mammals are
C-ila cliiDmunk, roclr squirn^^l, anc
"

found at the entrance of Death Valley, and no large ones in the
extreme desert of the Colorado River, it being too hot and dry.
Mammals are represented chiefly, by rodeAts, ,mo8t of which are
nocturnal and burrowing. Few birds are found, yet these are con-
spicuous owing to the scarcity of other animal life. The reptiles
of this region, excrete uric acid practically dry, an evidence of
their physiological adaption to the particular situation. Insects
are found living either on plants or under stones, and have their
period of greatest reproduction during the few rainy days that
occur.
b. Discussion of Maps,
In the construction of the appended 'naps it has been my
purpose to correlate all the maps and writings listed in the bibli-
ography, and to represent what appears to me to be the actual dis-
tribution of the various commonly recognized forms of vegetation
between the U. S. - Mexican boundary and the equator. In desig-
nating the various areas names of localities have been avoided as
being inappropriate, and names descriptive of the vegetation have
been chosen.
The areas included in the United States - Mexican bound-
ary section are based on Shreve*s Map of Vegetation of the United
States. The areas given in the Shreve map are extended into Mex-
ico where, from my reading I found that the climate, vegetation,
and animals of Mexico are practically the same as in the adjoining
parts of the United States. The writings of Bartlett, Dracopoli,
Lumholtz and Mearns are chiefly responsible for my information con-
1
cerning these regions. I have been unable to see Schimper»s rea-
son for designating a narrow belt of the Gulf coast of Texas and
northern Mexico as temperate rain forest, since semi-desert con-
ditions extend entirely to the coast.
Various maps of topography have been of great value in de-
termining the proper limits of the shrub-cactus plateau-desert,
temperate, deciduous, and conifer forest, and alpine summits. Temp-
sky, CSadow, and Bartlett have given good descriptions of the shrub-
cactus plateau-desert, and Bartlett has been of especial value in
determining the southern limit of the mesquite semi-desert.
Althou^ not designated as desert on any of the maps
studied, a large part of Lower California and narrow belts along
both the western and eastern coasts of Mexico, including almost
the entire peninsula of Yucatan, are described by all travelers as
being desert-like in appearance. In Lower California and on the
west coast of Mexico desert conditions exist due to the extreme
heat and aridity, while the eastern coast and Yucatan, although re-
ceiving an ab\mdance of rain in the rainy season, are desert as the
result of the local soil conditions. The character of these areas
is best recognized in Koppen's Map of Climatic Provinces. BarthoL-
oijiew's Map of Vegetation, which does not distinguish the various
types of forest, is especially faulty in respect to these regions,
placing them in the general class designated as forest.
In the location of the tropical rain forest and tropical
deciduous forest of southern Mexico, I have followed entirely the
writings of travelers, especially of Gadow and von Tempsky, since
none of the maps studied i« in accordance with the actual appear-
ance of the vegetation.

In Central America and the portion of South America lying
north from the equator Kci)pen»s map of climatic provinces agrees
with the types of vegetation extremely well, but in order to co-
incide with the animal and vegetable life must be modified in
the
case of desert conditions and in part of the tropical rain forest
areas. Bartholomew's map has been of value in this region only in
the location of the mountain vegetation, while Schimper has not
even done this, and has contributed nothing of special value. With
regard to Central America the descriptions by Belt, von Tempsky,
and Sciuier have been of value in the order named. In dealing with
South America, Dr, Shelford»s map of the distribution of vegeta-
tion with regard to the climate and animal life has been primarily
followed and modified to agree in detail with the observations of
the many travelers studied. My indication of extensile savannas
in the extreme northern part of South America is due mainly to
the observations of Humboldt, as is also that of desert condi-
tions. Beebe, Hartley, and Howes locate the savannas of the hin-
terland of Guiana, Miller's description of the Orinoco has been
followed in mapping the region of that river, and although his
description is too detailed to be always indicated on the maps,
the general aspect of the vegetation is as shown. To de Booy is
due my ability to indicate so clearly the various types of vege-
tation in the region west from Lake Maracaibo, and it is to be re-
gretted that authorities such as this one could not be obtained
for the entire region mapped.
In general, certain species are characteristic of each of
these areas. They are found in other places, only when the factors
of most importance to them are similar to those of the area
which they are most characteristic. For example, the jaguar

although sometimes found in open plains, is always found in for-
ests close to rivers of considerable size, except when the force of
circumstances has driven it to other haunts; the peccary, which is
most at home in the tropical deciduous forest, is found in the mes-
quite semi-desert, but always near streams and where cliffs and
vegetation furnish protection comparable to that of its natural
habitat. The red howler, although sometimes found in tropical sa^
vanna, is probably confined to those parts which are always moist
and where the leaf-fall is not total. Many of the species studied
are confined strictly to one area, never being found elsewhere, as
e.g., the tamandna anteater, little two-toed anteater, black Congo
monkey, Beesa monkey, paca, guatuse, and marmoset, to tropical
rain forest; the San Diego plains mouse, Rhoads wood^rat, and Cali-
fornia mule deer to sclerophyllous woodland; the small-footed wood-
rat and Tamaulipas harvest-mouse to mesquite semi-desert; and the
rock squirrel to the western small tree and succulent desert. Al^
though lack of time and space prevents the enumeration here of ex-
tensive lists of animals confined to each area, the evidence obtainp-
ed from the species which have been studied leads me to believe that
their distribution is dependent on these areas*
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